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From the little bean to the cup of coffee



Our vision

First coffee decide of the rest of 

your day, so give this old drink 

the best taste as you can in 

your home.



person who finds himself in our Vision

Persona 



The Purchaser - The One who represents our B2B Client

We discover similar brainset, at start he saw 

in us good market partner. He knows that he 

can buy coffee from other company, but our 

stabilization on field makes him sure to stay 

with us.



Andrzej - The Customer who looks for us on shelves 

The taste and quality bought him at first 

place. He started at buying our product in his 

local shop, but fast become the part of the 

brand. He is teenage who need a little kick 

from caffeine or maybe an adult who from 

hard day of work need a little more energy 

without taking power nap.



The Logos



Being Friendly and funny - The way of sell the 

Brand on the Internet







Sales letter
(Milena Maelfeyt)





B2B and B2C

What’s the difference?



Our Suppliers

We are supplied in a really good coffee from around the world. Our 

coffee machines supplier take care of every little thing to make sure 

that the end users could taste the best kind of coffee. All of our 

contractors make sure to let us know about the new products that 

enters the market, so we could sell them to the other businesses as 

soon as possible. That’s why our shop is supplied in a lot of products 

all kind.



Our Customers

Today's world is always in a rush which put us in a position where 

we don’t have much time for anything. We’re searching for 

something that will “magically” give us energy to finish the day.That’s 

exactly what a coffee do.

We decided to sell our products to the companies that wants to 

make a purchaser glad about the final product. We also want to give 

everyone a chance to choose the best product for themself. Our 

customers are mainly of the time local coffee shops, pubs, 

restaurants and coffeehouses.



Social Media
(Radosław Suski)



Companies with success on social media:

Żabka - polish discount store.

They advertize themselves on: Instagram, 

Facebook, Twitter.

Żabka are just around the corner in most cities 

and a lot of young people (and not only) use 

social media so they are very successful.

They also have an app with daily promotions.

1)

https://www.wordhippo.com/what-is/another-word-for/very_successful.html


Companies with success on social media:

2)

CCC - a polish company selling footwear, handbags and fashion 

accessories.

They have a mobile application. After registering, you can find the 

latest fashion collections, article promotions, fashion tips.

They have made a huge success because many famous people 

advertise their products on social media(Facebook, Instagram).



We promote ourselves on Linkedin. It’s very popular for business 

companies and we can cooperate and working with them.

Amarena’s social media:



The difficulties with working with social media can be:

1) You never know if our advertisement will catch on or attract customers' attention.

2) It is related to the previous point, the promotion of the company is paid, so if the 

advertising is not effective, we will lose money

3) If you are a small company, you may not be able to handle orders from new 

customers.

4) Your potential customers may not know how to enter social media



Our marketing campaign:

Our new sale - you buy

coffee cheaper 

from our supplier - local 

coffee shop in Kołobrzeg 

from Poland 

(they produce it)



Product Catalogue
(Krzysztof Puchalski)



Coffee Machine assortment



Coffee Syrups



Coffee Catalog



Coffee from foreign country



Website
(Fabian Dąbrowski)



Companies with excellent websites



x-kom.pl



med24.dk



Driving new customers to our website



1. Keep active Social Media accounts
Staying active on social media like facebook is key to getting more people go to our website



2. SEO

It’s very important to use keywords to make our 

website rank high in search results.

Keywords should be used naturally, not stuffed into 

the content so much that they detract from the main 

idea or distract the reader.

It’s important to use keywords throughout the 

content, like the meta description, the page title, the 

URL, headers

In this way more people will find our website, even if 

by mistake it’s still good.



3. Advertising

Advertising our website by 

advertisement in TV or other 

websites is still quite 

significant. It’s still powerful 

tool to make more potential 

customers come to us.



Website draft



Home page



Shop page



About page



Integrating web shop on our website



1. Using wordpress with WooCommerce 

plugin



2. Using Shopify



Thank you for your attention


